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ABOUT US

MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

CMMS INC ON-SITE SERVICES

Minds Mechanical and CMMS Inc. have partnered to provide our clients with a comprehensive solutions-based 
service with a strong emphasis on product conformance and quality. Our diverse team of experts allow us to 
be a single source provider to aerospace manufacturers world-wide. Contact us today for a consultation and 
let us help improve your Supplier Score.

In today’s manufacturing environment, the cost of quality is high, but the cost of failed parts and lost contracts 
is much higher. Our full-service manufacturing solutions offer the expertise, tools, and resources necessary to 
help your products comply with strict quality standards. 

Our team of engineers will help quickly and systematically identify production related issues affecting quality, 
and our intelligent manufacturing approach enables our team to effectively improve your end product with 
minimal disruption to ongoing operations.

Analysis and 
consulting to raise 
your Supplier Score.

Improve operational 
processes and quality 
of your end deliverable.

Full service metrology - 
professional operators 
available for on-site 
services.

  

CMMS Inc. is a global leader in providing innovative 
manufacturing solutions and portable 3D
metrology services. 

Understanding these innovative technologies and properly 
implementing them into new and existing workflows is 
where CMMS Inc. adds unparalleled value and expertise. 

Our talented and responsive team combined with our Our talented and responsive team combined with our 
versatile service offerings have helped position us as
a preferred single-source service provider for manufacturers 
across the globe.









Aerospace Supplier Score

IMI - INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION

metrology is our business

mindsmechanical.com

sales@mindsmechanical.com

760-452-0956

Contact Us

Intelligent Manufacturing and Inspections is Minds Mechanical’s proprietary flagship software. IMI is cloud-based, 
mutli-tenant manufacturing quality software that saves money, reduces waste, and keeps parts passing inspection.
IMI is your total manufacturing process solution - with inspections, NCRs, 3D models, part history, and powerful 
analytics all in one application.

IMI Features

Host all your inspection data, models, 
parts, assemblies, and projects - 
accessible from any device.

Automatic revisioning for updated 
models for all authorized users.

Robust analytics help identify any Robust analytics help identify any 
procedural issues.

Easily visualize inspection and 
analytics data.

Machine Accuracy Data Feedback

Machine data feedback identifies and 
alerts you of potential accuracy issues.

IMI can be customized to send out IMI can be customized to send out 
automatic, time-based emails of 
machine accuracies for every 
individual machine.

Utilize this data to stay on top of 
calibrations, with advanced analytics 
to optimize machine uptime.


